IR CRM

Q4 Desktop: a platform
that works like you do.

Q4 Desktop is a fully integrated IR CRM and workflow platform. Our collaborative CRM allows you to seamlessly log and manage
contacts, meetings, emails and notes while arming you for conferences and roadshows with interactive profiles and tearsheets.
From briefing books to itineraries, Q4 Desktop ensures you have all the tools and insights you need to make informed decisions
and engage effectively with your investors.

Benefits

Features

IMPROVED WORKFLOW
Monitor all components of your IR program using
a single omni-channel solution.

LOG, SEARCH & COLLABORATE
Meetings

ALWAYS BE IN THE KNOW
Create, access, and share activity records, tearsheets,
contacts, and more from anywhere, anytime with
Q4 Desktop’s mobile app.
SEAMLESS COLLABORATION
Work collaboratively with your team to manage your
database and generate reports, tearsheets, briefing
books and more.
EXTENSIVE DATABASE
View historical and upcoming interactions logged
against our database of over 250,000 global IR
contacts and more than 200,000 global institutions
and funds.
CUSTOM CONTACTS
Create your own custom contacts and keep track of
meetings with them.

Notes
Phone calls
Emails
Roadshows
Conferences
Itineraries

MOBILE
Log, view and edit activity
Add to calendar
Create and manage contacts
Search profiles
Download tearsheets

TEARSHEETS & BRIEFING BOOKS
Build, create and share
Export as PDF
Custom cover page and notes
Include logged activities
Share over email

CONTACTS, INSTITUTIONS & FUNDS
Access to over 450,000 global IR contacts,
institutions & funds
Create your own contacts
Build, manage and export custom contact lists
Flag targets and save favorites
Identify webcast attendees and add to database

ABOUT Q4 INC.
Q4 is a global leader in cloud-based investor relations and capital market solutions. Our full suite of IR products including
websites, webcasting, IR CRM, and intelligence solutions arm our customers with the insights and tools they need to better
understand the capital markets, engage with their investors, and experience a seamless workflow. Q4 has offices in New York,
Chicago, Toronto, Copenhagen, and London. Visit www.q4inc.com to learn more.
Email: sales@q4inc.com
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